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Branching processes, the Ray-Knight
theorem, and sticky Brownian motion

JONATHAN WARREN1

University of Bath, U. K.

1 Introduction

Diffusions with boundary conditions were studied by Ikeda and Watanabe [5] by means
of associated stochastic differential equations. Here we are interested in a fundamental
example. Let 03B8 and x be real constants satisfying 0  8  oo and 0  x  oo. Suppose
(0, P) is a filtered probability space satisfying the usual conditions, and that
(Xt ; t > 0) is a continuous, adapted process taking values in ~0, oo) which satisfies the
stochastic differential equation

(1.1) Xt = x + 9 / + t0 I{Xs>0}dWs,
where (Wt; t > 0) is a real valued (0t)-Brownian motion. We say that Xt is sticky
Brownian motion with parameter 0, started from x. Sticky Brownian motion has a
long history. Arising in the work of Feller [3] on the general strong Markov process on
~0, oo) that behaves like Brownian motion away from 0, it has been considered more
recently by several authors, see Yamada [12] and Harrison and Lemoine [4], as the
limit of storage processes, and by Amir [1] as the limit of random walks.

Ikeda and Watanabe show that (1.1) admits a weak solution and enjoys the
uniqueness-in-law property. In [2], Chitashvili shows that, indeed, the joint law of
X and W is unique (modulo the initial value of W), and that X is not measurable
with respect to W, so verifying a conjecture of Skorokhod that (1.1) does not have a
strong solution. The filtration cannot be the (augmented) natural filtration of W
and the process X contains some ’extra randomness’. It is our purpose to identify this
extra randomness in terms of killing in a branching process. To this end we will study
the squared Bessel process, which can be thought of as a continuous-state branching
process, and a simple decomposition of it induced by introducing a killing term. We
will then be able to realise this decomposition in terms of the local-time processes of
X and W. . Finally we will prove the following result which essentially determines the
conditional law of sticky Brownian motion given the driving Wiener process.

Theorem 1. . Suppose that X is sticky Brownian motion starting from zero, and that
W is the driving Wiener process, also starting from zero. Letting Lt = 
the conditional law of X given W satisfies 

~

= exp ( - 20(Wt + Lt - x)) a.s.

for x E ~0, Wt + .
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Note in particular that Xt E [0, Wt + Lt~ a.s.. The proof of this result is given in
Section 4, and depends on the construction of the pair (X, W ) discussed in Section
3. Section 2 is essentially independent, but helps provide us with the intuitive reason
for believing Theorem 1.

We begin with a simple but illuminating lemma on sticky Brownian motion, and
fix some notation we will need in the sequel.

We denote:

(1.2) At = / at = > t};

(1.3) A° = t0 I{Xs=0}ds; a° = inf {u : Au > t}.

Then we have

Lemma 2. If we time change both sides of (1.1) with a+, the right-continuous inverse
of A+, we find that , t > 0) solves Skorokhod’s reflection equation

X03B1+t = W+t + L+t .

where W + = x+ fa t + is a Brownian motion, and Lt = 

Proof. On time changing we have

X03B1+i = W+t + 03B8A003B1+t.
Observe that W+ is a Brownian motion by Levy’s characterization. Now, At is a
continuous and increasing function of t, A~ is a continuous and strictly increasing
function of t, and so Lt = 03B8A003B1+t + is also a continuous and increasing function of t.
Furthermore it is constant on the set {t : : Xa+ t > 0}. The criteria of Skorokhod’s

lemma, see [9], are thus satisfied and Lt = as claimed. D

This lemma shows us that sticky Brownian motion is just the time change of a
reflecting Brownian motion so that the process is held momentarily each time it visits
the origin. In this way it spends a real amount of time at the origin, proportional to
the amount of local time the reflecting Brownian motion has spent there, in fact,

(1.4) 03B8A003B1+t = Lt . -

The laws of and other quantities can be obtained directly from this, as has
been accomplished by Chitashvili and Yor [13].

2 A decomposition of the squared Bessel process
We consider two processes (Rt, t > 0) and (x, t > 0) satisfying

(2.1a) dRt = 2Rt dBt - 20Rt dt, Ro = x,

(2.1b) dY = 2Yt dBt + 20Rt dt, Yo = 0,

where Band B are independent Brownian motions.
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Proposition 3. Vt = Rt + Yt is a squared Bessel process of dimension 0 started from
x.

Proof. One need only make a simple application of Pythagoras’s theorem, following
Shiga and Watanabe [11]. We sum the two equations of (2.1) and note that

t Rs dBs + Y~ dBs
o 

is a Brownian motion. 0

This simple decomposition can be thought of in the following manner. % is the
total-mass process of a continuous-state critical branching process and Rt that of a
subcritical process. But a subcritical process can be obtained from a critical process

by introducing killing at some fixed rate into the latter. Yt represents the mass of
that part of the critical process descended from killed particles. The idea that Rt is
V with killing at rate 29’ will pervade this paper.
V has some finite extinction time T = inf {t V = 0}, see for example Revuz and

Yor [9], and the same is true of Rt, its extinction time being denoted by a. It is clear

that T > a; perhaps surprisingly T can equal 7, and we will calculate the probability
of this. This will be accomplished first via the Levy-Khintchine formula and then
extended using martingale techniques.

Lemma 4. The laws of the extinction times T and a are given by

P(~ dt) = x2 exp(-x/2t)dt,
and

P(03C3 dt) = 1 2x [03B8 sinh(t03B8) ]

2 

exp [1 2x03B8(1- coth(t03B8))] dt.

Proof. From Pitman and Yor [8],

= 0) = exp(-x/2t),

and

P(Rt = 0) = lim lEexp(-aRt) = exp [1 2x03B8(1 - coth(t03B8))] .

The lemma follows on differentiating. 0

We wish to prove the following.

Proposition 5. The conditional law of the extinction time of the subcritical process
given the extinction time of the critical process satisfies

P(a = TIT) = a.s..
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This can be loosely interpreted as the probability that the last surviving particle
of the critical process also belongs to the subcritical process, an event that depends
on whether there has been any killing along its line of ancestry.

, 

Let us denote the law of a process satisfying

dZt = 2Zt dBt + 2(03B2Zt + 03B4) dt, Z0 = y,

by 03B2Q03B4y, and the law of the Z-process conditioned to be at x at time t by 03B2Q03B4,ty~x. Now
the following Levy-Khintchine formula comes from Yor ~14~,

= exp {- n+(dE) / 29R$ 1- exp ( - , ,
where n+ is the restriction of Ito excursion measure for Brownian motion to positive
excursions and dt(E) the local time at height t of the excursion E. Letting .1 ~ ~, we
have

exp (- 03BBlt-s(~)) ~ 0 if sup ~ > t - s,1 othermse.

Hence, since n+ (sup E > t - s) =1 /2 (t - s) we obtain

c

(2.2) = = exp - ds 8Rs/(t - s) .0 
From this it follows that

t

(2.3) = 0~~ = t) = exP -9 - s) ds .0 
Note that, because we are conditioning to hit 0 at time t and not before, we obtain
- B~~’~o, and not -8~~’~o as one might expect, see ~8~ for a full discussion. To evaluate
this we begin by observing that by the change of measure given in Pitman and Yor
~8~, >

t

(2.4) -8~’~o exp -8 Z$/(t - s) ds -0 
exP -efo - s) ds - 2B2f0 ZS ds )

exP -2~2J0 ZS ds )
Now from ~9), under °~’~°, Zt solves, for u  t,

u u

Z~, = 2 ~ ZS dBs + 2 ~ (2 - Z$/(t - s)~ ds,
where B is a Brownian motion. Hence,

c c

e ~ s) ds = 2te + e / z$ dBs,
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but, of course, u0 Zs dBs is a martingale with quadratic variation u0 Zs ds, so

is a martingale too (it’s bounded above We take expectations and have
succeeded in evaluating the numerator of (2.4),

(2.5) exp ~-~ Z,/(~ - ~) ~’~ Z. ~ = °

We find directly from Pitman and Yor [8] that the denominator satisfies

(2.6) 0Q4,t0~0 exp { -1 203B82 
t0 
Zs ds} = 

[t03B8 sinh(t03B8)]2
.

Next we observe, recalling (2.2),

-03B8Q0,tx~0 exp {-03B8 Zs/(t - s) ds} = -03B8Q0x 
exp {-03B8t0 Zs/(t - s) ds} -03B8Q0xI{Zt=0}

(27) 
= 0Q0xI{Zt=0} -03B8Q0xI{Zt=0} = 

P( ~ t) P(03C3 ~ t).

We can now proceed to

Proof of proposition 5. The Pitman-Yor decomposition, [8],

-03B8Q4,tx~0 = -03B8Q4,t0~0 ~ -03B8Q0,tx~0,

allows us, combining (2.5),(2.6) and (2.7), to compute P(r = t|03C3 = t). Then we have

,

and substituting from the lemma we are done. D

We will now extend this result by conditioning on the whole of V, instead of just
its extinction time. We will need the following lemma, which is perhaps of some
independent interest.

Lemma 6. Suppose M and N are continuous, orthogonal martingales with respect to
a filtration > 0), and suppose that M has the following representation property.
Any bounded, variable 03A6 is of the form

~=c+ / 
where Ht is Ft-previsible, and c ~ a(Mo). Let Gt = Ft V a(M), then N is a gt-
martingale.
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Proof. By an application of the monotone-class lemma, it suffices to show that for
bounded 03C3(M)-measurable variables 03A6,

But, by the representation property,

= 

=0,

since (~f’M) and N are orthogonal. D

Now on the stochastic interval [0, r) we define

Applying Itô’s formula gives

d03B8t = {2Rt Vt dBt 
- 

Rt V2t dVt} exp(20t),
which shows at to be a local martingale on [0,r). Moreover, since at  
0~ tends to a finite limit as and if we define et = 0r- for t > r, then 0~ is a
martingale for 0 ~ t  ~ .

If we continue to calculate with Itô’s formula, we find that, for t  r,

(2.8a) d03B8tdVt = 0

(2.8b) d03B8td03B8t = 403B8t Vt (exp(203B8t) - 03B8t).

Thus we have proved

Lemma 7. et is a Ft-martingale with quadratic variation

[0],= ,

and furthermore e is orthogonal to V.

So if we put Gt = we can apply Lemma 6 to deduce that at is a

Gt-martingale. Moreover, r is go- measurable, and so for any positive constant K,

= 
>

since is a bounded Gt-martingale. But as K~~ we obtain

E03B8~ = Eeo = 1,

whence 0 is uniformly integrable. Now we are able to prove
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Proposition 8. The conditional law of the extinction time of the subcritical process
given cr(~; ; 0  t  oo) satisfies

= = exp(-20T) a.s..

Proof. We have already remarked that 8T- exists and hence [8]T is finite almost

surely. It is easy to confirm, for example by time inversion, that f o ~’~ ds = oo, and
thus we deduce from the formula for the quadratic variation process of 8, given in
Lemma 7, that ®s) -~ 0 as Hence 8T is either 0 or 
Furthermore,

= = 1,

and so,

= = exp( -20r).

Now observe that T > (7 implies that aT = 0 (but the converse isn’t so evident!),
whence

= > exp(-297-).

But

P(T = = E[P(T = = exp(-2BT),

implying the desired equality. D

3 A decomposition of Brownian motion
It is now well known, as excellently described by Le Gall [7], that if we interpret the
squared Bessel process of dimension zero as a continuous-state branching process then
the associated genealogical structure is carried by Brownian excursions. In this section
we will give a decomposition of Brownian motion that corresponds to the decompo-
sition of the squared Bessel process induced by the killing considered previously. By
looking at local times we will be able to recover Proposition 3.

To begin we recall:

Theorem 9 (Ray-Knight). . If Wt is reflecting Brownian motion, starting from zero,
with lyt its local time at level y, then, letting x = inf {t > x}, we have (lyx, y > 0)
is a squared Bessel process of dimension 0 started from x.

If we introduce drift we can obtain the subcritical process of the previous section
in a similar manner.

Theorem 10. If St is reflecting Brownian motion with drift 8 towards the origin,
starting from zero, and if If is its local time at level y, then letting Tz = inf{t : l° > x}, ,
we have the law of the process > 0) is "~~. .
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Proof. We follow Yor [14]. Let 9W denote the law of reflecting Brownian motion with
drift 0 towards the origin, with similar notation for the corresponding expectation.
Then the Girsanov theorem gives us

d03B8W d0W|Ft 
- exp (03B8( Xt - 1 2l0t) - 

1 203B82 t).

Hence for a positive measurable functional F, we have using the Ray-Knight theorem,

03B8W[F(lyx;y ~ 0)] = 0W[F(lyx; y ~ 0 exp(-1 203B8x - 1 203B82x)]

= 0Q0x|F(Zy;y ~ 0) exp (- 1 203B8x - 1 203B82 ~0 Zy dy)]

= -03B8Q0x [F(Zy; y ~ 0)],

the last line following from the change of measure given in [8]. 0

Now we give the fundamental results of this section, recalling the notation of
Section 1.

Theorem 11. Suppose that X is a sticky Brownian motion starting from x, and W
is a Wiener process, with Wo > x, so that equation (l.l) is satisfied. Define, for
~ > 0,

Wt =Wt+Lt~

where Lt = sUPst ((-WS) V 0), so W is a reflecting Brownian motion. Then

where St is a reflecting Brownian motion, with drif t 0 towards the origin, independent
of X .

Proof. Take (X, W ) solving ( 1.1 ) with Wo > x. Then

St = W0 - x +  I{Xs=0}dWs - 03B8t

defines a Brownian motion with drift (-0), independent by Knight’s theorem from
Xt. It is easy to check that Wt = SA0t + Xt. Let

Lt = sup ((-Ws) V 0) and Kt = sup ((-Ss ) V 0).
st st

Now Wt = Wt + Lt is reflecting Brownian motion, and St = St + Kt is a reflecting
Brownian motion with drift 0 towards the origin, independent of X. Moreover, if we
can show KAo = Lt then we will have Wt = SAo + Xt as required. But Wt > SAo,
whence 

st at
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and so Lt  KAo . If there exists an s  t so that Xs = 0 then, putting

to = a,°~o = sup{s  t : = 0},

so Xto = 0 and SA0t = SA0t0, we have Wto = and hence

sup(-Ws)  
st st

If no such s exists then At = 0, and W~ > 0, for all s  t . In either case Lt > 0

For the rest of the section we assume that Xo and Wo are both 0, and we are able to
interpret the above result in terms of branching processes. A point (t, Wt) represents
part of the subcritical process if Xt = 0; otherwise it is part of an excursion of the X

process away from 0, and such an excursion represents mass descended from a single
killed ancestor. Letting lyt be the local time of W and x be as before, we have,

(3.1) lyx = x0 I{Xt=0}dlyt + 0x I{Xt>0}dlyt.JO JO

The Ray-Knight theorem applies to the left-hand side and the following applies to the
right-hand side.

Proposition 12. For y > 0 define

Ry = x0 I{Xt=0}dlyt,Jo

and

Yy = x0 I{Xt>0}dlyt .

Then Rand Y satisfy the stochastic differential equations (2.1).

Proof. . From the occupation-time formula, we have, for any positive Borel measurable
function f,

r f(y) x0 I{Xt=0}dlyt dy
= x0 f(t)I{Xt=0}dt
= x0 f(Wt) dA0t

= f(St)dt.

Next observe, since we demonstrated in the proof of the previous theorem KAo = Lt,
that A°x is the first time that the local time of S at 0 reaches x. Thus (Ry; y > 0)
is the family of local times of S stopped after it has spent local time x at the origin,
and, appealing to Theorem 10, the first part of the result follows.
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Similarly, for any positive Borel measurable function f ,
~0 f(y)Yydy 

= ~0 f(y) x0 I{Xt>0}dlytdy0 0 0
T=

- / 
Tx

- ~ + xt) dAt
Ai

- f (S8_1L+ + dt.~ t t

Recall that t > 0) is a reflecting Brownian motion and that L+ half its local
time at the origin. Note that A+x is the first time that the local time of Xa+ at the
origin reaches 28A°x . Now put

t

Mt = exp - f -~- dt . .o t t 

Since, conditional on S, Mt is a skew multiplicative functional of (Xa+; t > 0), it is
a consequence of excursion theory, see (9~ and ~14~, that 

E[MfA+a|03C3(S)] =
exp - ds n+(dE) 1- exp - d~c f (E(u) + ,0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~

where T(E) denotes the lifetime of the excursion E. This, by the occupation-time
formula, remembering A°x is the first time that the local time of S at 0 reaches x,
equals

0o T(e)
exp - n+(dE) 203B8dy Ry 1- exp - du f (~(u) + y)]]} .~ ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~

Thus we have

lE exp{- f dy 03C3(R)] =~ 0 ~ ~ 
0o T(e)

exp -29 dy Ry n+(dE) 1- exp - du f (E(u) + y~ ,~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~
and this characterises the solution to (2.1), see ~14~. 0

4 The conditional law of sticky Brownian motion
In this section we will prove Theorem 1; however we do not work directly with the
pair of processes (X,W). Instead, motivated by the previous section, we consider a
Markov process (X, W) on the state space E = {(x, a) E 1~2 : x > 0, a > x}, defined
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by taking X to be a sticky Brownian motion and Wt = SA0t + Xt where S is a reflecting
Brownian motion, independent of X, with drift 0 towards the origin. We denote by

the law of (X, W) started from Xo = x and Wo = a, with similar notation for
expectations. We will prove that

(4.1) (Xt  = exp ( - 20(Wt - x)) a.s.

for x E [0, Wt]. This has a clear interpretation in terms of our branching process with
killing. We can think of the value of Xt as depending on whether, and if so where,
killing occurs along a line of ancestry of length Wt . . Theorem 1 follows from (4.1)
and Theorem 11, noting that a(W) = a(W).

We proceed by computing some resolvents. We need, first, to convince ourselves
that (X, W) has the strong Markov property; but this follows, conditioning on X,
from the simple Markov property of S and the strong Markov property of X. The
first part of the following result, the calculation of the resolvent of sticky Brownian
motion, has been obtained previously by several authors, see for example Knight [6].

Proposition 13. The resolvent operators (Lla, ~ > 0) and (Va,.1 > 0) of X and
(X, W) ) respectively are given, letting ~y2 = 2~, by

U03BBf(x) = (203B8)-1u03BB(x,0)f(0) + / o m y) f (y) dy,

where

u~ ( x ,y) = ’~ -1 + ’

and

Va f (x, a) = ~0 f (y, b)va(x, a, y, b) dbdy
+ (20)-1 ~0 f (0, b)va(x, a, 0, b) db
+ / y) dy,

where

= 203B8 03B3+03B8e03B8(a-b+y-z)-03B3(y+x) [e-(03B8+03B3)|b-a+x-y| + 03B3 + 203B8 03B3e-(03B8+03B3)|a+b-y-z|],
and ra (x, y) = ’Y .

Proof. We are guided (as always!) by Rogers and Williams [10].
We begin by supposing that Xo = 0 and Wo = a, where a > 0. Take two

independent exponential random variables, Tl and T2, both independent of X and
W, and both with mean ~-1. Let

T = 03B10T1 ^ 03B1+T2,
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this also being exponentially distributed with mean a-1. Now XT = 0 precisely
if 03B10T1  aT2, or equivalently if Ti  But recall equals Lt , which is

exponentially distributed with mean ’1-1, where ’12 = 2A, and so,

P(0,03B1)(XT = 0) = 03BB 03BB+03B803B3.
For y > 0, since Xa+ t is reflecting Brownian motion, and hence is independent

of 

P(0,03B1)(XT ~ dy) = E > aT2)
= 

203B803BB 03BB + 03B803B3exp(-03B3y)
dy.

Now let us note that the resolvent of reflecting Brownian motion with drift 0
towards the origin has density

03B8r03BB(x,y) = 03B1-1e03B8(x-y)[e-03B1|y-x| + 03B1+03B8 03B1-03B8e-03B1|x+y|],

with respect to Lebesgue measure, where a2 = 2A + e~.
We have that AT equals Tl A 9-1LT~, and hence is exponentially distributed at

rate A + Thus,

= 0, WT E db) _  aTa and SAT E db)
= a b)db.

Similarly, and again crucially using the independence of X a T2 + and LT2,

E dy, WT E db) = ~ ~ d(b - y))
= 203B803BBexp(-03B3y)03B8r03BB+03B803B3(a,b - y) dbdy.

The above arguments have determined Lla f (o) and Va f (o, a). If we now consider the
process (X, W ) started from an arbitrary point (x, a) E E, we may apply the strong
Markov property at the time Ho, the first time that Xt is zero. We obtain

uaf (x) = Ra f (x) + 

and, defining the the function fz,a by fx,a(y) = f(y, a + y - x) for y > 0,

a) = R-03BBfx,a(x) + a - x),

where Ra is the resolvent of Brownian motion killed at 0, which has density ra (x, y)
with respect to Lebesgue measure, and

~a(x) _ = 

This completes the proof. D
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Let Ti, T2, ... , Tn be independent exponential times with means a21, ... , 
We will show, for arbitrary bounded, measurable functions f l, ... , f n on E, that

(4.2) ... _

lE’~~’~) ~ [exp ( - 29(WT1+...Tn - x) A 0)/i(~)... .

Our argument will essentially depend on time reversal and the fact that Wt = 0
implies that Xt = 0. We begin by making some remarks concerning the resolvent of
(X, W) that follow from the preceding proposition.

Define the measure m on Borel subsets of the state space E by

(4.3) mA = / e203B8(x-a) dxda+ / 
and then Va is self-adjoint with respect to m in the sense that for any bounded,
measurable functions f and g on the state space

(4.4) Edm(y,a)f(y,a)[03BD03BBg](y,a) = Edm(y,a)[03BD03BBf](y,a)g(y,a)
.

We also have

(4.5) 
Va f (0, o) = 20 drrt(y, a) f(y, a)va(y, a, 0, 0)

= 20 a) f (y, a)ra(o, a).

where r03BB(., .) is the density, with respect to Lebesgue measure, of the resolvent Ra of
reflecting, driftless Brownian motion. Slightly abusing notation we will write ra for
the function rx (0, .). If f is a bounded measurable function on ~0, oo) let us define f *
to be the function on the state space satisfying f *(x, a) = f(a) for all x E [0, a]. For
such f observe that

(4.6) va f * = (Raf )*; >

this being nothing more than the statement that W is a reflecting Brownian motion.
We define the functions ex : l~+ -3 [0,1] and ix E -~ {o,1} by

= 

if a > ~,

1 otherwise,

and

1 if y ~ x,

ix(y,a) =  0 otherwise.

Now, using the above observations, and that Ra is self-adjoint with respect to Lebesgue
measure, we have
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[03BD03BB1f*103BD03BB2f*2 ... o) = 2e (0,a)[f*1V03BB2f*2 ... a)

= 28 a)

= 20 ( a) [fnR03BBnfn-1 ... 

= 

= ~0 dar03BB1 (0, .

= [03BD03BB1f*103BD03BB2f*2 ... o). °

This proves equation (4.2). Moreover it follows simply from (4.6), that given further,
independent, exponential times ... , Tn+m, and bounded, measurable functions

~ . ~ ~ fn+m, the stronger statement

(4.7) 1~°’°) ... ] _
E(0,0) [exp - 29(WT1+...+Z’n - o) f 1 (WT1 ) . .. )],

holds. Now, by the uniqueness of Laplace transforms,

(4.8) ... 

1E~°’°) ~ exp ( - - x) n 0) f ) ... )~ ,
for almost all tl, t2, ... , tn+m > 0. In order to extend this equality, so that it holds
for all tl, t2, ... tn+m > 0, we first assume that f l, ... , f n+m are continuous, and
subsequently apply the monotone-class lemma. Now observe that

t1, t2, ... , tn+m H exp ( - 203B8(Wt1+...+tn - x) n 0)f1(Wt1) ... 

is continuous and bounded, so the bounded convergence theorem implies that the
right-hand side of (4.8) is a continuous function of tl, t2, ... , tn+m too. Note that, as
we can check from Lemma 2,

tl + t2 + ~ ...~ tn H 

is continuous, and so by adding large constant multiples of we can

assume that f1, f2, ... , f n+m are all positive functions. Now

tl~t2~ . .. ,tn+,n H 

is upper semi-continuous, and Fatou’s lemma thus implies that the left-hand side
of (4.8) is an upper semi-continuous function of tl, t2, ... , tn+m. But we can argue
the same way with f l, f 2, ... , fn+m replaced by - f1, - f 2, ... - fn+m, , and so the
left-hand side of (4.8) must in fact be continuous, and hence equality holds for all
tl ~ t2? ~ ~ ~ ~ tn+m >- 0. All that remains is, on applying the monotone-class lemma, to
deduce (4.1), and the proof of Theorem 1 is finally complete.
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